
Traditional Magic Sleek Step-by-Step 
Step 1: Prepare Shampoo 

1.  Wash hair vigorously three times with Step 1 Prepare Shampoo. 

2. Rinse hair 100%. Do not apply conditioner. 
3.  Dry hair 100%. 

Step #2: Bonding Solution 
1. After drying hair 100%, begin to section hair; apply Step #2 Bonding Solution, starting at 

the nape of the neck, working from roots to ends. Apply product directly to roots, not to 
scalp. Wear gloves while applying. Comb through to saturate well.  

2. Allow to process 35-45 minutes.  
3. Final results heavily depend on the rinsing process (see rinsing chart.)  
4. Dry hair 100%. 

 
Final results heavily depend on rinsing process - Rinse the hair as follows: 

 Virgin Not Virgin 
Level 1, 2, 3, & 4 Do not rinse. If hair is 

damaged or fragile, rinse 5 
seconds. 

Rinse approximately 5 
seconds 

Level 5 Do not rinse. If hair is 
damaged or fragile, rinse 5 
seconds. 

Rinse approximately 6 
seconds 

Level 6 Do not rinse. If hair is 
damaged or fragile, rinse 5 
seconds. 

rinse approximately 7 seconds 

Level 7 and 8 Do not rinse. If hair is 
damaged or fragile, rinse 5 
seconds. 

rinse approximately 10 
seconds 

Level 9 Rinse approximately 12 
seconds 

Rinse approximately 12-15 
seconds 

Level 10 Rinse approximately 15 
seconds 

Rinse approximately 15 
seconds 

100% Gray from roots 
to ends 

We do not recommend the 
use of this product. Rinse 
100% 

 

Natural Red Do not rinse  
Highlights  Rinse more in these areas 
Porous or Damaged 
Hair 

Rinse more in these areas Rinse more in these areas 

 
• The less of the product you rinse, the straighter the results will be. 



•  If hair is very damaged or porous, be sure you have rinsed enough in those 
areas.  

• Concentrate rinsing on roots/hairline and damaged areas. Start at the hairline 
and finish in lower areas 

• Caution: too high of heat on blonde hair can cause damage and discoloration 
• *STRAND TEST* for blonde hair, we recommend doing a strand test to see how 

the color will be effected. Follow the directions of the treatment as they apply to 
your client’s hair type; allow Step 2 to process, and rinse accordingly. Take a 
small section of hair and dry 100%; after drying your test section 100%, you 
may begin to flat iron. If you see the color is shifting drastically, bring the client 
back to the sink and rinse more. If the color of your test strand does not shift 
dramatically, you may continue the flat-ironing portion of Step 2  
 

 
5. For best results, we recommend using the Magic Sleek Pro Titanium Iron. Set your 

temperature to 450 F (or as high as hair can bear.) During the flat-ironing portion of 
Magic Sleek Step 2, creating tension is essential. When flat ironing, you should feel 
tension in your muscles as you pass over each section. Create your tension, and then 
pull the iron downward starting from the root, keeping your hair sections pulled taut. Your 
motion should be a fluid and steady sweep, focusing on the root with the most tension 
and later joining sections together to pass over with tension at ends. The joining of 
sections helps protect the more fragile parts from damage. Flat iron passes and curl 
patterns vary for each individual head of hair. 
 

- For straightest results:Pass over each section 20-30 x (or as many times as the hair 
can bear.) 

  - To remove frizz: Pass over each section 10-20 x 

 - To redefine curls: Pass over each section 5-10 x 

  
Step 3 Finisher 
 

1. Begin to section hair; apply Step 3 Finisher, starting at the nape of the neck and working 
from roots to ends. Comb through to saturate well.  
 

2. Process for 6 minutes. 

 
3. Rinse 100%. Apply Magic Sleek Maintenance Conditioner; allow it to process for 6 minutes, 

then rinse. 
 

4.  (Optional) Apply Magic Sleek Emergency Repair; process for 15+ minutes, and rinse 
100%.  
 



5. Apply Magic Sleek Acai Oil (optional). We recommend blow drying without brushes to 
show the true results of the treatment. When leaving your chair, your client should have 
straight, smooth and frizz free hair. 

 

 


